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All Noun 8s- V 

VACCINAS AACCINSV VACCINA, vaccinia (cowpox (cattle disease)) [n] 

VACCINEE ACCEEINV one that is vaccinated [n -S] 

VACCINES ACCEINSV VACCINE, preparation given to produce immunity to specific disease [n] 

VACCINIA AACCIINV cowpox (cattle disease) [n -S] 

VACUOLES ACELOSUV VACUOLE, small cavity in organic tissue [n] 

VAGARIES AAEGIRSV VAGARY, whim (impulsive idea) [n] 

VAGILITY AGIILTVY freedom of movement [n -TIES] 

VAGOTOMY AGMOOTVY surgical division of vagus nerve [n -MIES] 

VAGRANCY AACGNRVY state of being vagrant (wanderer with no apparent means of support) [n -CIES] 

VAGRANTS AAGNRSTV VAGRANT, wanderer with no apparent means of support [n] 

VAINNESS AEINNSSV quality or state of being vain [n -ES] 

VALENCES ACEELNSV VALENCE, degree of combining power of element or radical [n] 

VALENCIA AACEILNV woven fabric [n -S] 

VALERATE AAEELRTV chemical salt [n -S] 

VALERIAN AAEILNRV perennial herb [n -S] 

VALGUSES AEGLSSUV VALGUS, position of joint that is abnormally turned outward [n] 

VALIANCE AACEILNV valor (courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [n -S] 

VALIANCY AACILNVY valor (courage (quality that enables one to face danger fearlessly; spirit)) [n -CIES] 

VALIANTS AAILNSTV VALIANT, courageous person [n] 

VALIDITY ADIILTVY quality or state of being valid [n -TIES] 

VALKYRIE AEIKLRVY maiden in Norse mythology [n -S] 

VALONIAS AAILNOSV VALONIA, substance obtained from dried acorn cups and used in tanning and dyeing [n] 

VALUABLE AABELLUV possession of value [n -S] 

VALUATOR AALORTUV one that valuates (to appraise (to set value on)) [n -S] 

VALVELET AEELLTVV small valve [n -S] 

VALVULAE AAELLUVV VALVULA, valvule (small valve) [n] 

VALVULES AELLSUVV VALVULE, small valve [n] 

VAMBRACE AABCEMRV piece of armor for forearm [n -S] 

VAMPIRES AEIMPRSV VAMPIRE, reanimated corpse believed to feed on sleeping persons' blood [n] 

VAMPLATE AAELMPTV circular metal plate on spear or lance for protecting hand [n -S] 

VANADATE AAADENTV chemical salt [n -S] 

VANADIUM AADIMNUV metallic element [n -S] 

VANDYKES ADEKNSVY VANDYKE, short, pointed beard [n] 

VANGUARD AADGNRUV forefront of movement [n -S] 

VANILLAS AAILLNSV VANILLA, flavoring extract [n] 

VANILLIN AIILLNNV chemical compound used in flavoring [n -S] 

VANISHER AEHINRSV one that vanishes (to disappear) [n -S] 

VANITIES AEIINSTV VANITY, inflated pride in oneself [n] 

VANITORY AINORTVY combined dressing table and basin [n -RIES] 

VANLOADS AADLNOSV VANLOAD, quantity that van can carry [n] 

VANPOOLS ALNOOPSV VANPOOL, arrangement whereby several commuters travel in one van [n] 

VANTAGES AAEGNSTV VANTAGE, superiority over competitor [n] 

VAPIDITY ADIIPTVY quality or state of being vapid [n -TIES] 

VAPORERS AEOPRRSV VAPORER, one that vapors (to emit vapor (visible floating moisture)) [n] 

VAPORING AGINOPRV boastful talk [n -S] 

VAPOURER AEOPRRUV vaporer (one that vapors (to emit vapor (visible floating moisture))) [n -S] 
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VAQUEROS AEOQRSUV VAQUERO, cowboy [n] 

VARACTOR AACORRTV capacitor with variable capacitance [n -S] 

VARENYKY AEKNRVYY Ukrainian stuffed dumplings [n VARENYKY] 

VARIABLE AABEILRV something that varies (to become or make different) [n -S] 

VARIANCE AACEINRV license to perform act contrary to usual rule [n -S] 

VARIANTS AAINRSTV VARIANT, variable (something that varies (to become or make different)) [n] 

VARIETAL AAEILRTV wine designated by variety of grape [n -S] 

VARIOLAS AAILORSV VARIOLA, smallpox (virus disease) [n] 

VARIOLES AEILORSV VARIOLE, foveola (small fovea) [n] 

VARIORUM AIMORRUV edition containing various versions of text [n -S] 

VARISTOR AIORRSTV type of electrical resistor [n -S] 

VARLETRY AELRRTVY group of common people [n -RIES] 

VARMENTS AEMNRSTV VARMENT, varmint (animal considered to be pest) [n] 

VARMINTS AIMNRSTV VARMINT, animal considered to be pest [n] 

VASCULUM ACLMSUUV box used to hold plant specimens [n -LA, -S] 

VASEFULS AEFLSSUV VASEFUL, as much as vase can hold [n] 

VASOTOMY AMOOSTVY surgical cutting of vas deferens* [n -MIES] 

VASTNESS AENSSSTV quality or state of being vast [n -ES] 

VATICIDE ACDEIITV killing of prophet [n -S] 

VAULTERS AELRSTUV VAULTER, one that leaps (to spring off ground) [n] 

VAULTING AGILNTUV structure forming vault [n -S] 

VAUNTERS AENRSTUV VAUNTER, one that vaunts (to brag (to speak vainly of one's deeds)) [n] 

VAVASORS AAORSSVV VAVASOR, high-ranking vassal [n] 

VAVASORY AAORSVVY estate of vavasor [n -S] 

VAVASOUR AAORSUVV vavasor (high-ranking vassal) [n -S] 

VAVASSOR AAORSSVV vavasor (high-ranking vassal) [n -S] 

VEDALIAS AADEILSV VEDALIA, Australian ladybug [n] 

VEDETTES DEEESTTV VEDETTE, small boat used for scouting [n] 

VEGANISM AEGIMNSV practice of eating only plant products [n -S] 

VEGETIST EEGISTTV one that eats only plant products [n -S] 

VEHICLES CEEHILSV VEHICLE, device used as means of conveyance [n] 

VEILINGS EGIILNSV VEILING, veil [n] 

VEININGS EGIINNSV VEINING, network of veins [n] 

VEINLETS EEILNSTV VEINLET, small vein [n] 

VEINULES EEILNSUV VEINULE, venule (small vein) [n] 

VEINULET EEILNTUV venule (small vein) [n -S] 

VELAMINA AAEILMNV VELAMEN, velum (thin membranous covering or partition) [n] 

VELARIUM AEILMRUV awning over ancient Roman theater [n -IA] 

VELIGERS EEGILRSV VELIGER, larval stage of certain mollusks [n] 

VELLEITY EEILLTVY very low degree of desire [n -TIES] 

VELOCITY CEILOTVY rapidity of motion [n -TIES] 

VELOUTES EELOSTUV VELOUTE, type of sauce [n] 

VELVERET EEELRTVV fabric resembling velvet [n -S] 

VENALITY AEILNTVY quality or state of being venal [n -TIES] 

VENATION AEINNOTV arrangement of veins [n -S] 

VENDABLE ABDEELNV vendible (salable article) [n -S] 

VENDACES ACDEENSV VENDACE, European fish [n] 
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VENDETTA ADEENTTV feud between two families [n -S] 

VENDEUSE DEEENSUV saleswoman [n -S] 

VENDIBLE BDEEILNV salable article [n -S] 

VENEERER EEEENRRV one that veneers (to overlay with thin layers of material) [n -S] 

VENERIES EEEINRSV VENERY, sexual intercourse [n] 

VENETIAN AEEINNTV flexible window screen [n -S] 

VENISONS EINNOSSV VENISON, edible flesh of deer [n] 

VENOGRAM AEGMNORV roentgenogram of vein [n -S] 

VENOLOGY EGLNOOVY study of veins [n -GIES] 

VENOMERS EEMNORSV VENOMER, one that venoms (to inject with venom (poisonous secretion of certain animals)) [n] 

VENOSITY EINOSTVY quality or state of being venous [n -TIES] 

VENTAGES AEEGNSTV VENTAGE, small opening [n] 

VENTAILS AEILNSTV VENTAIL, adjustable front of medieval helmet [n] 

VENTRALS AELNRSTV VENTRAL, fin located on underside of fish [n] 

VENTURER EENRRTUV one that ventures (to risk (to expose to risk (chance of injury or loss))) [n -S] 

VENTURIS EINRSTUV VENTURI, device for measuring flow of fluid [n] 

VERACITY ACEIRTVY conformity to truth [n -TIES] 

VERANDAH AADEHNRV veranda (type of porch (covered structure at entrance to building)) [n -S] 

VERANDAS AADENRSV VERANDA, type of porch (covered structure at entrance to building) [n] 

VERATRIA AAEIRRTV veratrin (poisonous mixture of alkaloids) [n -S] 

VERATRIN AEINRRTV poisonous mixture of alkaloids [n -S] 

VERATRUM AEMRRTUV poisonous herb [n -S] 

VERBENAS ABEENRSV VERBENA, flowering plant [n] 

VERBIAGE ABEEGIRV excess of words [n -S] 

VERBILES BEEILRSV VERBILE, one whose mental imagery consists of words [n] 

VERDANCY ACDENRVY quality or state of being verdant [n -CIES] 

VERDERER DEEERRRV officer in charge of royal forests of England [n -S] 

VERDEROR DEEORRRV verderer (officer in charge of royal forests of England) [n -S] 

VERDICTS CDEIRSTV VERDICT, decision at end of legal proceeding [n] 

VERDITER DEEIRRTV blue or green pigment [n -S] 

VERDURES DEERRSUV VERDURE, green vegetation [n] 

VERGENCE CEEEGNRV movement of one eye in relation to other [n -S] 

VERIFIER EEFIIRRV one that verifies (to prove to be true) [n -S] 

VERISMOS EIMORSSV VERISMO, verism (realism in art or literature) [n] 

VERITIES EEIIRSTV VERITY, truth (conformity to fact or reality) [n] 

VERJUICE CEEIJRUV juice of sour or unripe fruit [n -S] 

VERJUSES EEJRSSUV VERJUS, verjuice (juice of sour or unripe fruit) [n] 

VERMEILS EEILMRSV VERMEIL, red color [n] 

VERMOUTH EHMORTUV liqueur (sweetened alcoholic beverage) [n -S] 

VERMUTHS EHMRSTUV VERMUTH, vermouth (liqueur (sweetened alcoholic beverage)) [n] 

VERNACLE ACEELNRV vernicle (veronica (handkerchief bearing image of Christ's face)) [n -S] 

VERNICLE CEEILNRV veronica (handkerchief bearing image of Christ's face) [n -S] 

VERNIERS EEINRRSV VERNIER, auxiliary scale used with main scale to obtain fine measurements [n] 

VERNIXES EEINRSVX VERNIX, fatty substance covering skin of fetus [n] 

VERONALS AELNORSV VERONAL, sedative drug [n] 

VERONICA ACEINORV handkerchief bearing image of Christ's face [n -S] 

VERRUCAE ACEERRUV VERRUCA, wart (protuberance on skin) [n] 
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VERRUCAS ACERRSUV VERRUCA, wart (protuberance on skin) [n] 

VERSANTS AENRSSTV VERSANT, slope of mountain or mountain chain [n] 

VERSELET EEELRSTV short group of lines that form unit in poem or song [n -S] 

VERSEMAN AEEMNRSV one who versifies [n -MEN] 

VERSEMEN EEEMNRSV VERSEMAN, one who versifies [n] 

VERSICLE CEEILRSV short line of metrical writing [n -S] 

VERSINES EEINRSSV VERSINE, trigonometric function of angle [n] 

VERTEBRA ABEERRTV any of bones or segments forming spinal column [n -E, -S] 

VERTEXES EEERSTVX VERTEX, highest point of something [n] 

VERTICAL ACEILRTV something that is vertical (extending up and down) [n -S] 

VERTICES CEEIRSTV VERTEX, highest point of something [n] 

VERTICIL CEIILRTV circular arrangement, as of flowers or leaves, about point on axis [n -S] 

VERTIGOS EGIORSTV VERTIGO, disordered state in which individual or his surroundings seem to whirl dizzily [n] 

VERTISOL EILORSTV type of clayey soil [n -S] 

VERVAINS AEINRSVV VERVAIN, flowering plant [n] 

VESICANT ACEINSTV chemical warfare agent that induces blistering [n -S] 

VESICLES CEEILSSV VESICLE, small bladder [n] 

VESICULA ACEILSUV vesicle (small bladder) [n -E] 

VESPERAL AEELPRSV covering for altar cloth [n -S] 

VESPIARY AEIPRSVY nest of wasps [n -RIES] 

VESTIARY AEIRSTVY dressing room [n -RIES] 

VESTIGES EEGISSTV VESTIGE, visible sign of something that is no longer in existence [n] 

VESTIGIA AEGIISTV vestiges (visible sign of something that is no longer in existence) [n VESTIGIA] 

VESTINGS EGINSSTV VESTING, right of employee to share in and withdraw from pension fund without penalty [n] 

VESTMENT EEMNSTTV one of ceremonial garments of clergy [n -S] 

VESTRIES EEIRSSTV VESTRY, room in which vestments are kept [n] 

VESUVIAN AEINSUVV mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

VETERANS AEENRSTV VETERAN, former member of armed forces [n] 

VETIVERS EEIRSTVV VETIVER, Asian grass [n] 

VETIVERT EEIRTTVV essential oil of vetiver [n -S] 

VEXATION AEINOTVX cause of trouble [n -S] 

VEXILLUM EILLMUVX web or vane of feather [n -LLA] 

VIADUCTS ACDISTUV VIADUCT, type of bridge [n] 

VIATICAL AACIILTV type of life insurance arrangement [n -S] 

VIATICUM ACIIMTUV allowance for traveling expenses [n -CA, -S] 

VIATORES AEIORSTV VIATOR, traveler (one that travels (to go from one place to another)) [n] 

VIBRANCE ABCEINRV vibrancy (quality or state of being vibrant) [n -S] 

VIBRANCY ABCINRVY quality or state of being vibrant [n -CIES] 

VIBRANTS ABINRSTV VIBRANT, sonant (sound uttered with vibration of vocal cords) [n] 

VIBRATOR ABIORRTV something that vibrates (to move back and forth rapidly) [n -S] 

VIBRATOS ABIORSTV VIBRATO, tremulous or pulsating musical effect [n] 

VIBRIONS BIINORSV VIBRION, vibrio (any of genus of bacteria shaped like comma) [n] 

VIBRISSA ABIIRSSV one of stiff hairs growing about mouth of certain mammals [n -E] 

VIBURNUM BIMNRUUV flowering shrub [n -S] 

VICARAGE AACEGIRV office of vicar (church official) [n -S] 

VICARATE AACEIRTV vicarage (office of vicar (church official)) [n -S] 

VICEROYS CEIORSVY VICEROY, one who rules as representative of sovereign [n] 
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VICINAGE ACEGIINV vicinity (region near or about place) [n -S] 

VICINITY CIIINTVY region near or about place [n -TIES] 

VICOMTES CEIMOSTV VICOMTE, French nobleman [n] 

VICTORIA ACIIORTV light carriage [n -S] 

VICTRESS CEIRSSTV female victor [n -ES] 

VICUGNAS ACGINSUV VICUGNA, vicuna (ruminant mammal) [n] 

VIDALIAS AADIILSV VIDALIA, sweet onion of southern U.S. [n] 

VIDEOCAM ACDEIMOV camera for recording images and usually sound [n -S] 

VIDEOTEX DEEIOTVX electronic system for transmitting data to subscriber's video screen [n -ES] 

VIDETTES DEEISTTV VIDETTE, vedette (small boat used for scouting) [n] 

VIDICONS CDIINOSV VIDICON, type of television camera tube [n] 

VIEWBOOK BEIKOOVW promotional booklet with pictures that is published by college or university [n -S] 

VIEWDATA AADEITVW videotex (electronic system for transmitting data to subscriber's video screen) [n VIEWDATA] 

VIEWINGS EGIINSVW VIEWING, act of seeing, watching, or looking [n] 

VIEWPORT EIOPRTVW framed area on display screen for viewing information [n -S] 

VIEWSHED DEEHISVW natural environment visible from viewing point [n -S] 

VIGNERON EGINNORV winegrower [n -S] 

VIGORISH GHIIORSV charge paid to bookie on bet [n -ES] 

VIHUELAS AEHILSUV VIHUELA, type of early Spanish guitar [n] 

VILAYETS AEILSTVY VILAYET, administrative division of Turkey [n] 

VILENESS EEILNSSV state of being vile (morally despicable or physically repulsive) [n -ES] 

VILIFIER EFIIILRV one that vilifies (to defame (to attack good name of)) [n -S] 

VILLADOM ADILLMOV world constituted by suburban residences and their occupants [n -S] 

VILLAGER AEGILLRV one who lives in village [n -S] 

VILLAGES AEGILLSV VILLAGE, small community in rural area [n] 

VILLAINS AIILLNSV VILLAIN, cruelly malicious person [n] 

VILLAINY AIILLNVY conduct characteristic of villain [n -NIES] 

VILLEINS EIILLNSV VILLEIN, type of serf (feudal slave) [n] 

VINASSES AEINSSSV VINASSE, residue left after distillation of liquor [n] 

VINCULUM CILMNUUV unifying bond [n -LA, -S] 

VINDALOO ADILNOOV curried dish made with meat, garlic, and wine [n -S] 

VINEGARS AEGINRSV VINEGAR, sour liquid used as condiment or preservative [n] 

VINERIES EEIINRSV VINERY, place in which grapevines are grown [n] 

VINEYARD ADEINRVY area planted with grapevines [n -S] 

VINIFERA AEFIINRV European grape [n -S] 

VINOSITY IINOSTVY character of wine [n -TIES] 

VINTAGER AEGINRTV one that harvests wine grapes [n -S] 

VINTAGES AEGINSTV VINTAGE, season's yield of wine from vineyard [n] 

VINTNERS EINNRSTV VINTNER, wine merchant [n] 

VIOLATER AEILORTV violator (one that violates (to break or disregard terms or requirements of)) [n -S] 

VIOLATOR AILOORTV one that violates (to break or disregard terms or requirements of) [n -S] 

VIOLENCE CEEILNOV violent action [n -S] 

VIOLISTS IILOSSTV VIOLIST, one who plays viol or viola [n] 

VIOLONES EILNOOSV VIOLONE, stringed instrument [n] 

VIOMYCIN CIIMNOVY antibiotic [n -S] 

VIRAEMIA AAEIIMRV viremia (presence of virus in blood) [n -S] 

VIRAGOES AEGIORSV VIRAGO, noisy, domineering woman [n] 
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VIRELAIS AEIILRSV VIRELAI, virelay (medieval French verse form) [n] 

VIRELAYS AEILRSVY VIRELAY, medieval French verse form [n] 

VIREMIAS AEIIMRSV VIREMIA, presence of virus in blood [n] 

VIRGATES AEGIRSTV VIRGATE, early English measure of land area [n] 

VIRGINAL AGIILNRV musical instrument [n -S] 

VIRGULES EGILRSUV VIRGULE, diagonal printing mark used to separate alternatives [n] 

VIRICIDE CDEIIIRV substance that destroys viruses [n -S] 

VIRIDIAN ADIIINRV bluish-green pigment [n -S] 

VIRIDITY DIIIRTVY verdancy (quality or state of being verdant) [n -TIES] 

VIRILISM IIILMRSV development of male secondary sex characteristics in female [n -S] 

VIRILITY IIILRTVY quality or state of being virile [n -TIES] 

VIROLOGY GILOORVY study of viruses [n -GIES] 

VIRTUOSA AIORSTUV female virtuoso [n -S, -OSE] 

VIRTUOSE EIORSTUV VIRTUOSA, female virtuoso [n] 

VIRTUOSI IIORSTUV VIRTUOSO, highly skilled artistic performer [n] 

VIRTUOSO IOORSTUV highly skilled artistic performer [n -SI, -S] 

VIRUCIDE CDEIIRUV viricide (substance that destroys viruses) [n -S] 

VIRUSOID DIIORSUV particle of RNA associated with some plant viruses [n -S] 

VISCACHA AACCHISV burrowing rodent [n -S] 

VISCOSES CEIOSSSV VISCOSE, viscous solution [n] 

VISCOUNT CINOSTUV British nobleman [n -S] 

VISIBLES BEIILSSV VISIBLE, someone that can be seen [n]  

VISITANT AIINSTTV visitor (one that visits (to go or come to see someone or something)) [n -S] 

VISITERS EIIRSSTV VISITER, visitor (one that visits (to go or come to see someone or something)) [n] 

VISITING GIIINSTV act or instance of visiting someone or something [n -S] 

VISITORS IIORSSTV VISITOR, one that visits (to go or come to see someone or something) [n] 

VITALISM AIILMSTV philosophical doctrine [n -S] 

VITALIST AIILSTTV advocate of vitalism [n -S] 

VITALITY AIILTTVY exuberant physical strength or mental vigor [n -TIE] 

VITAMERS AEIMRSTV VITAMER, type of chemical compound [n] 

VITAMINE AEIIMNTV vitamin (any of various organic substances essential to proper nutrition) [n -S] 

VITAMINS AIIMNSTV VITAMIN, any of various organic substances essential to proper nutrition [n] 

VITELLIN EIILLNTV protein found in egg yolk [n -S] 

VITELLUS EILLSTUV yolk of egg [n -LLI, -ES] 

VITESSES EEISSSTV VITESSE, speed [n] 

VITIATOR AIIORTTV one that vitiates (to impair value or quality of) [n -S] 

VITILIGO GIIILOTV skin disease [n -S] 

VITRAINS AIINRSTV VITRAIN, material in vitreous layers of banded bituminous coal [n] 

VITREOUS EIORSTUV jelly that fills eyeball [n -ES] 

VITRINES EIINRSTV VITRINE, glass showcase for art objects [n] 

VIVACITY ACIITVVY quality or state of being lively [n -TIES] 

VIVARIES AEIIRSVV VIVARY, vivarium (place for raising and keeping live animals) [n] 

VIVARIUM AIIMRUVV place for raising and keeping live animals [n -IA, -S] 

VIVERIDS DEIIRSVV VIVERID, mammalian family [n] 

VIVERRID DEIIRRVV any of family of small carnivorous mammals [n -S] 

VIVIFIER EFIIIRVV one that vivifies (to give life to) [n -S] 

VIVIPARA AAIIPRVV animals that bring forth living young [n VIVIPARA] 
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VIZCACHA AACCHIVZ viscacha (burrowing rodent) [n -S] 

VIZIRATE AEIIRTVZ office of vizir (vizier (high official in some Muslim countries)) [n -S] 

VLOGGERS EGGLORSV VLOGGER, one that vlogs (to blog video material) [n] 

VOCABLES ABCELOSV VOCABLE, word [n] 

VOCALESE ACEELOSV form of jazz singing [n -S] 

VOCALICS ACCILOSV VOCALIC, vowel sound [n] 

VOCALISM ACILMOSV act of vocalizing (to produce with voice) [n -S] 

VOCALIST ACILOSTV singer (one that sings (to utter with musical inflections of voice)) [n -S] 

VOCALITY ACILOTVY possession or exercise of vocal powers [n -TIES] 

VOCATION ACINOOTV work in which person is regularly employed [n -S] 

VOCATIVE ACEIOTVV grammatical case used in some languages [n -S] 

VOCODERS CDEOORSV VOCODER, electronic device used in transmitting speech signals [n] 

VOGUEING EGGINOUV voguing (dance consisting of series of styled poses) [n -S] 

VOGUINGS GGINOSUV VOGUING, dance consisting of series of styled poses [n] 

VOICINGS CGIINOSV VOICING, tonal quality of instrument in ensemble [n] 

VOIDANCE ACDEINOV act or process of voiding [n -S] 

VOIDNESS DEINOSSV quality or state of being void [n -ES] 

VOLATILE AEILLOTV winged creature [n -S] 

VOLCANIC ACCILNOV rock produced by volcano [n -S] 

VOLCANOS ACLNOOSV VOLCANO, opening in earth's crust through which molten rock and gases are ejected [n] 

VOLERIES EEILORSV VOLERY, large birdcage [n] 

VOLITION IILNOOTV power of choosing or determining [n -S] 

VOLLEYER EELLORVY one that volleys (to return tennis ball before it touches ground) [n -S] 

VOLTAGES AEGLOSTV VOLTAGE, electromotive force expressed in volts [n] 

VOLTAISM AILMOSTV electricity produced by chemical action [n -S] 

VOLUTINS ILNOSTUV VOLUTIN, granular substance that is common in microorganisms [n] 

VOLUTION ILNOOTUV spiral [n -S] 

VOLVOXES ELOOSVVX VOLVOX, any of genus of freshwater protozoa [n] 

VOLVULUS LLOSUUVV twisting of intestine that causes obstruction [n -LI, -ES] 

VOMITERS EIMORSTV VOMITER, one that vomits (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [n] 

VOMITIVE EIIMOTVV emetic (substance which induces vomiting) [n -S] 

VOMITORY IMOORTVY emetic (substance which induces vomiting) [n -RIES] 

VORACITY ACIORTVY quality or state of being ravenous [n -TIES] 

VORLAGES AEGLORSV VORLAGE, position in skiing [n] 

VORTEXES EEORSTVX VORTEX, whirling mass of fluid [n] 

VORTICES CEIORSTV VORTEX, whirling mass of fluid [n] 

VOTARESS AEORSSTV female votary [n -ES] 

VOTARIES AEIORSTV VOTARY, person who is bound by religious vows [n] 

VOTARIST AIORSTTV votary (person who is bound by religious vows) [n -S] 

VOUCHEES CEEHOSUV VOUCHEE, one for whom another vouches [n] 

VOUDOUNS DNOOSUUV VOUDOUN, vodun (primitive religion of West Indies) [n] 

VOUSSOIR IOORSSUV wedge-shaped building stone [n -S] 

VOUVRAYS AORSUVVY VOUVRAY, French white wine [n] 

VOYAGERS AEGORSVY VOYAGER, one that voyages (to travel (to go from one place to another)) [n] 

VOYAGEUR AEGORUVY person employed by fur company to transport goods between distant stations [n -S] 

VOYAGING AGGINOVY action of travelling over or across, especially by sea [n -S] 

VULGATES AEGLSTUV VULGATE, common speech of people [n] 
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VULGUSES EGLSSUUV VULGUS, exercise in Latin formerly required of pupils in some English public schools [n] 

VULTURES ELRSTUUV VULTURE, bird of prey [n] 

VULVITIS IILSTUVV inflammation of vulva [n -ES] 

 


